Course Title: Design & Implementation of Classroom-based Research
Course Number: EGR 598
Course Description: Educators have a responsibility to provide a quality experience for students who enroll in their classes. Quality is framed by class features, including teaching strategies, grading systems, assignments, and embedded technologies used in the class. The choices educators make for their class greatly affects how well students ultimately learn the class content. This course provides an opportunity to learn how to assess the choices we make as educators by learning about pedagogical strategies, in-class assessment, and learning theories. Students engaging in this course will learn how to bring research-to-practice from the perspective of course design and testing.
Course Instructor: Dr. Adam Carberry
Course Location & Time: Polytechnic Campus, Monday 3 – 5:45 pm, Santa Catalina 151

Please direct questions to Dr. Adam Carberry at adam.carberry@asu.edu or 480-727-5122